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Children love Bible stories, especially when they are written in age-appropriate, easy-to-understand

language.Ã‚Â 365 Bible Stories for Kids has a yearÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s supply of the best-loved Bible stories

that will delight your children. All the excitement, adventure, history, and spiritual truths of the Bible

are skillfully presented. At the end of each story youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll even find questions to help stimulate

discussion, and to help precious young minds understand GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Word.Ã‚Â 
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Jesse Hurlbut has done us a great service by producing what is in reality a condensed bible with

lots of little illustrations.I bought 365 Read Aloud Bedtime Bible Stories to read to my 4 year old, but

the language in the book is not simplified enough for very young children. It is at the level of, say,

The Good News Bible.However, I'm really enjoying reading this one myself now! The author has

given us a 365 page "Best Of The Bible", which moves fromI really feel that this book really fills a

need as a legitimate Bible primer, for all ages. It certainly doesn't insult the adult, but children from

10 years can also enjoy it on their own. And I have not seen any better introduction to all the main



story lines of both Old and New Testaments.This book is a bargain, and mine now has its own place

among my various Bibles, but I do think there is an opportunity for the book to be re-titled as a

unique Bible primer for all ages, with the world's easiest 365 day reading plan!

Reading through this with my kindergardener. One page per story and a couple quick questions at

the end of each one.Sometimes she likes he stories and sometimes she doesn't. But we get to learn

about much of the Bible that is important for the foundation of their overall understanding of it later.

And on those nights when she says in a hilariously over-dramatic tone "are there gonna be

questions at the end again?" We just make it a point to read a story and not build an association

with "work" to read the Word. I want her to enjoy it. Shoot, sometimes I don't feel like sitting down to

read my Bible either. But this book makes it fun to read together with my kids. Recommend it to

others.

Love love LOVE this book. Honestly it sat around on the shelf for a couple years, as my older kids

never really got into it. But my 9 year old son decided on his own that he wanted me to read a page

per night to him before bed. It has become one of my favorite daily routines and I really look forward

to spending this time with him each night. We're almost done with the book now and it makes me

sad because I don't want the tradition to end, but I thank God for giving me this opportunity. Have to

look for another book like this I guess.Anyway, this book does a great job of walking through the

Bible and hitting most of the high points. There is no editorializing, which is to say, the authors never

attempt to overlay any specific interpretations or opinions - it's just stories from the bible, in

language that kids can understand. My son is now 10 years old and he can grasp these stories well,

yet they don't talk down to him. I think probably 8-12 years old is about the right age range. Each

story is condensed to one page, and there are 2 or 3 questions in the footer to see if your kid was

paying attention. It helps if you, the parent, are at least passingly familiar with these stories, as you

can help paint a fuller picture. But if you're not, that's OK too, as you will certainly learn something!

Highly recommended!

We got this for our two year old for some variety of Bible stories at bedtime, but it's definitely geared

towards kids who are a little older. There aren't enough pictures or color for smaller children, and

the discussion questions are beyond his ability to process at the moment. That said, this would be

great for early elementary kids, and we will hold on to it until then. The questions are good thought

provokers, though.



This is a wonderful book to have for anyone who wants their child to learn about the bible in an

honest yet kid-friendly way. For us, it serves as not only bedtime bible reading, but also for our 7

year old to read during church. I have NOT recieved compensation for my honest and unbiased

opinion.

We bought this for my eight year old daughter at her baptism. Although it is definitely readable for

her grade level and does offer a question after each page, I find some of the stories to be so

simplified that they have my daughter questioning how people and God can be so unforgiving. I

think they have lost the quality of the stories and the inspiration and meaning by trying to make the

Bible easy to read. Still, it does give basic exposure to the Bible and there are no explicit photos or

descriptions of violence. A harmless beginner Bible if you don't mind explaining the details...

This book does a very good job of not rewriting the story too much. Some kids bible stories are

rewritten and change quotations. This one keeps much of the Bible quotations close to the original.

The stories are short (just a couple paragraphs) and focus on the main lesson. Because there are

365 of them, there are a lot of stories that are a bit more obscure and might be left out of other kids

bibles. Each story does include two questions, which may or may not be useful for your kid, but they

do help with reinforcement.Ideally, this book is a way to expose your kid to these stories and open

up a dialogue with you and your kid about what the real lesson is in these stories.

We had this book for our children growing up and they really enjoyed a story at bedtime or

whenever. I saw this and decided our youngest grandchildren would feel the same about the

stories. Haven't had the chance to read to them out of it yet.
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